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Abstract: In 1988/90 a coupled fast-thermal system HERBE at RB reactor, based on similar facilities, is 
designed and realized. Fast core of HERBE is built of natural U fuel in RB reactor center surrounded by the 
neutron filter and neutron converter located in an independent Al tank. Fast zone is surrounded by thermal 
neutron core driver. Designed nuclear characteristics of HERBE core are validated in the experiments 
described in the paper. HERBE cell parameters were calculated with developed computer codes: VESNA 
and DENEB. HERBE system criticality calculation are performed with 4G 2D RZ computer codes GALER 
and TWENTY GRAND, 1D multi-group AVERY code and 3D XYZ few-group TRITON computer code. 
The experiments for determination of critical level, d?/dH, and reactivity of safety rods are accomplished in 
order to validate calculation results. Specific safety experiment is performed in aim to determine reactivity of 
flooded fast zone in possible accident. A very good agreements with calculation results are obtained and the 
validation procedures are presented. It is expected that HERBE will  offer qualitative new opportunities for 
work with fast neutrons at RB reactor including nuclear data determination. 
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 Introduction 
 
 The investigation of fast neutrons at the RB reactor 
was initiated in late seventies. The external neutron 
converter [1], the experimental fuel channel [2] and the first 
version of coupled fast-thermal system [3] were designed 
up to now. Determination of fast neutron spectra and other 
characteristics of the realized neutron fields were dominant 
experiments performed at the RB reactor in few past years. 
New computer programs for the reactor calculations and 
experimental data evaluations were developed in Nuclear 
Engineering Laboratory (NET). 
 
 Coupled Fast-Thermal Core HERBE 
 
 The feasibility study of the HERBE system at RB 
reactor began in 1988 [4]. The goal was to design a coupled 
fast-thermal core flexible enough to simulate neutron 
spectra in diverse fast reactors. The existing nuclear fuel 
should be used with minimum reactor system modification.  
 HERBE fast core was designed of RB reactor 
natural uranium fuel elements placed as tight as possible in 
the reactor center. The fast core was surrounded with a 
neutron filter and a neutron converter, forming so called 
the 'fast zone'. A vertical experimental channel (VCH) was 
inserted in center of the fast core. 
 The exact composition and width of the neutron 
filter zone depends of desired neutron spectrum in the fast 
core. The neutron Cd filter zone and natural uranium 
buffer zone are designed in the same cylindrical aluminum 
tank. 
 RB 80% enriched UO2 fuel elements were used as 
the neutron converter surrounding the neutron filter zone 
in the external cylindrical aluminum tank. Each fuel 
element consists of 9 hollow fuel segments supported by 
bottom spacers made of cylindrical Al tubes. 
 The horizontal cross section of HERBE fast zone 

designed at RB reactor is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 HERBE thermal (driver) core was based on RB reactor 
standard core (12 cm square lattice pitch) with 44 fuel elements of 
80% enriched UO2 moderated and reflected by heavy water. The 
coupling zone is heavy water. 
 Two moderator leak sensors (DCM) were placed in the 
neutron converter zone and connected with the RB reactor safety 
system. RB control rod is replaced with new safety rod with higher 
reactivity. The fuel elements in neutron converter zone are sealed so 
that moderator can not enter the fast zone during postulated flooding 
accident. 
 
 
 

 

 
 Fig. 1. HERBE fast zone horizontal  
         cross section 



 HERBE calculation 
 
 The coupled fast-thermal system HERBE is used 
for the validation of assembly spectrum codes and global 
reactor calculations. The critical experiments, as well as 
control rod calibrations, were performed. 
 Several computer codes for determination of 
neutronic parameters of coupled fast-thermal system 
HERBE are developed in NET Laboratory: VESNA [5], 
DENEB [6], VEGA [7] AVERY [8] and GALER [9]. 
Programs TWENTY GRAND [10] and TRITON [11] are 
obtained from NEA Data Bank and installed at NET 
computer VAX 8250. 
 The fast zone of system HERBE in normal 
operating conditions does not contain moderator. Thus 
there is a considerable leakage in axial direction, due to the 
significant void volume fraction. This leakage is the most 
accurately described by Benoist theory, implemented in 
program DENEB. The 25-group macroscopic cross 
sections are calculated using programs VESNA (for 
thermal core) and DENEB (for the fast zone). Since the 
neutron converter zone is axially  inhomogeneous, two sets 
of group constants are generated with program DENEB. 
The group constants of the filter zone containing natural 
uranium and cadmium, are homogenized, prior to the 
diffusion calculations.  
 Reactor is first calculated using one dimensional 
transport code AVERY (with the geometric axial buckling) 
in two cases: with converter zone consisting of enriched 
fuel only and with converter consisting of Al supporters 
only. Two sets of few group constants, generated by 
AVERY code, for two or three dimensional diffusion 
calculations are used. The effective multiplication factor is 
calculated using four group two dimensional diffusion 
program GALER which gives geometric buckling in 
prescribed regions, necessary for the new iteration of group 
constants in program AVERY. 
 Program AVERY is used after that twice with the 
same materials, but with geometric buckling from program 
GALER, generating few group constants for the final 
diffusion calculations. Global HERBE system diffusion 
calculations are performed with so prepared macroscopic 
cross sections using programs GALER, TWENTY 
GRAND and TRITON. 
 After series of trial runs critical height is estimated 
around 138 cm and all calculations are repeated for that 
height. Characteristics of coupled fast-thermal system 
HERBE described by Avery's kinetics parameters are 
shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Nuclear Characteristics of HERBE 
------------------------------------ 
Parameter          Value (AVERY code) 
------------------------------------ 
k11                      0.4153   
k12                      0.1921   
k21                      0.5651   
k22                      0.8168 
l11 (ms)                 0.207 
l12 (ms)                 0.555 
l21 (ms)                 0.576 
l22 (ms)                 0.728 
l   (ms)                 0.622 
ßeff (delay neutrons)   6.857 10-3 
ßeff (photoneutrons)    1.008 10 -3 
----------------------------------- 

 
 The results of four group diffusion calculations and HERBE 
critical experiment are presented in  Table 2.  
 The calculations of reactivity of system HERBE when heavy 
water penetrates through outer container of fast zone are performed 
using programs TWENTY GRAND and GALER for several water 
levels. The experiments for validation of these calculation are 
presented in the next section. 
 For the RB reactor safety rods cross section generation 
program VEGA is used. Supercell consists of three fuel elements and 
a safety rod (rod position in) or moderator (rod position out). The 
results of global diffusion calculations performed by TRITON code 
and experiments are presented in Table 3. The agreement is very 
good, indicating that safety rod cross sections are properly generated. 
 
 Experimental Validation 
 
 Results of criticality calculation of HERBE core by 
TWENTY GRAND and GALER computer codes compared with 
experimental result, show very good agreement.  
 Approach to the critical level of HERBE system is performed 
by increasing moderator level in thermal core of the RB reactor. 
Neutron flux is monitored by 3 independent BF3 counters connected 
in the measuring system controlled by VAX-8250 computer. On-line 
data evaluation and extrapolation of critical height at the actual 
subcritical level of moderator is done by computer code INVMULX 
[12]. Extrapolation to the critical height is performed either using all 
measured data by the least square method or by straight line drown 
through the last two points of measurement. 
 Determination of reactivity gradient near heavy water critical 
level (d?/dH) is realized as another experiment performed for 
comparison with calculation results. 
 Using two BF3 counters covered with Cd foil a neutron flux 
time distribution, in supercritical reactor, was recorded in 2K channel 
memory of MCA operated in MCS mode. The asymptotic reactor 
period was determined from true exponential part of neutron flux 
time dependence by the least square method and reactivity was 
calculated using inhour Nordheim relation. The kinetics parameters 
of HERBE system were determined using computer code AVERY. 
 Comparison of experimental (0.249±0.002 $/cm) and 
calculation results (0.248 $/cm) for the d?/dH shows very good 
agreement. 
 
 
Table 2. Results of HERBE critical height 
         determination 
----------------------------------- 
Program/           Moderator        keff - 1 
Experiment        Height (cm) 
----------------------------------- 
TWENTY GRAND   138.0         - 0.00163  
GALER              138.0         - 0.00237  
TRITON             138.0           0.00326  
----------------------------------- 
EXPERIMENT:        Hc(cm) = 137.94 ± 0.02 
----------------------------------- 
 
 Reactivity worth of safety rods of HERBE was determined in 
series of measurements in which each safety rod was inserted in the 
RB reactor thermal core separately or in combination with the others. 
Time neutron distribution after shut-down, using one BF3  counter, 
was recorded in 1K channel memory of MCA operated in MCS mode 
with 50 ms dwell time. 
 After data smoothing, the IM [13] computer code based on 
inverse method for reactivity determination was used. A good 
agreement of calculation and experimental results can be observed 
from Table 3., except for the SR3 whose material composition is not 



known with high reliability.  
 The analysis of possible accidents at HERBE 
system has shown that there is finite probability for the fast 
core outer tank cracking which results in fast and high 
reactivity increase. In order to verify the computer codes 
used for that reactivity calculation a special safety 
experiment using controlled flooding of HERBE neutron 
converter zone is performed. The decanting device is 
designed for semiautomatic transfer of heavy water 
moderator from HERBE thermal core into the neutron 
converter zone. Due to safety precautions, this operation is 
performed at the RB reactor high subcriticality. 
 For each heavy water level in neutron converter 
zone the critical level of the system is measured by 
standard criticality approach procedure using three 
independent neutron counting channels with BF3 
detectors. Control of the measuring system and on-line 
data evaluation is performed by computer code INVMULX 
from VAX-8250 computer.  
 Results of the experiments and calculations are 
presented in Table 4. showing acceptable agreement. The 
calculation by both computer codes overestimate the 
inserted reactivity, almost in all cases, confirming 
possibility to predict reactivity value during postulated 
flooding accident including failure of both moderator 
leakage sensors (DCM). 
 
 
Table 3. Results of measurement and calculation of 
         reactivity of HERBE safety rods 
----------------------------------- 
Safety rod           Reactivity ?SR/ßeff ($) 
                    Calculation Measurement 
                     (TRITON)           (IM) 
----------------------------------- 
SR1                  -  2.20  - ( 2.26 ± 0.08) 
SR2                  -  2.20  - ( 2.20 ± 0.08) 
SR3                  -  1.44  - ( 1.64 ± 0.04) 
WLM                 -  2.72 - ( 2.75 ± 0.04) 
SR1+SR2          -  4.92  - ( 4.74 ± 0.13) 
SR1+SR2+SR3 - 6.56  - ( 7.01 ± 0.19) 
SR1+SR2+SR3+WLM- 0.30 - (10.13 ± 0.25) 
----------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 4. Critical height of HERBE with flooded 
         neutron converter zone by moderator 
------------------------------------- 
Moderator       HERBE Critical Height (cm) 
height (cm)    Experiment       Calculation 
                           GALER    TWENTY GRAND 
------------------------------------- 
  0.0±0.2     138.86±0.02   138.23      137.84  
 20.0±0.2     137.64±0.02     -             136.97 
 40.0±0.2     136.44±0.02   137.67      135.94  
 60.0±0.2     135.11±0.02   135.81      134.26  
 80.0±0.2     133.50±0.02   133.31      132.29  
100.0±0.2     131.88±0.02   131.36      130.61  
120.0±0.2     130.46±0.02   130.22      129.64  
------------------------------------- 
 

 Conclusion  
 
 Coupled fast-thermal system HERBE, designed in 1990, is 
successfully utilized for experimental research of fast neutron field 
and verification of models, data and computer codes used in reactor 
calculations [14]. New experiments for neutron spectrum 
determination and kinetic parameters validation are planed in near 
future. 
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